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Bedtime 4 Dogs Helping Pooches Catch a Good Night’s Sleep 
Nighttime Calming Canine Organic Treats, Toys, Sprays and Bed Snugglers Coming to Superzoo 2015 

Booth 21165 

Minneapolis, MN – June 2015 – Nighttime dog anxiety is a 
problem that makes bedtime a trying ordeal for both pet and 
owner. Bedtime 4 Dogs was launched specifically with 
remedying this issue in mind. The company is introducing 
nighttime calming toys, sprays and snuggler beds to the 
product that started it all: Bedtime Bones organic chamomile 
dog treats. All of these items will be on display for retailers 
for the first time at the upcoming Superzoo 2015 show at Las 
Vegas’s Mandalay Bay Convention Center.  

According to a recent article by “The Nest”, “Night anxiety 
in dogs is a common malady where a dog may bark, howl or 
show other nervous behavior when the lights go out.” “Pet 
Advisor” goes on to explain that, “Puppies often have 

nighttime stress when they leave their mother and litter mates to go to their new home. The pup will 
usually whine, yelp, and bark.” Understandably, bedtime pooch anxiety creates a stressful situation for 
everyone in the household.  

Developed to help pet parents soothe their dog at night, The Bedtime 4 Dogs line of Bedtime Bones 
organic treats and the brand’s newest additions: Baa Baa Bedtime sheep toys; Eau de Bedtime calming 
sprays and Zip-on Snuggler Beds, provide a welcome aid to the challenges associated with nighttime 
angst.  The item that began it all, Bedtime Bones treats contain chamomile for all-natural sleepy-time 
inducement.  

Joining the organic treats in the Bedtime 4 Dogs collection are three new products, each one designed to 
create a confident sense of safety. The Baa Baa Bedtime anxiety-quelling sheep toy is handcrafted in the 
USA of eco-friendly felt. It is scented with Bedtime 4 Dogs’ Eau de Bedtime all-natural calming 
concentrate. Eau de Bedtime Calming Spray is also available for individual purchase to calm dogs’ 
sleeping quarters at bedtime. Lastly, Bedtime 4 Dogs is introducing a line of eco-conscious American-
made Beds with Zip-on Snuggler to tuck in pup and evoke a feeling of safety. Warm fleece on one side 
and twill on the other makes these beds year-round temperature friendly.   

These three items will make their official public debut at Superzoo 2015. The National Show for Pet 
Retailers will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada, July 21–23. Bedtime 4 Dogs will occupy booth # 21165.  

About Bedtime 4 Dogs 
Bedtime 4 Dogs all began with Bedtime Bones™ to enable dog parents to treat their dogs to an all-natural 
organic treat around their bedtime rituals. That product born, the company began to develop more 
helpful bedtime stuff so it could draw even more well-rested customers. Its lineup has since expanded to 

http://pets.thenest.com/night-anxiety-dogs-3624.html


include dog toys, calming scents and snuggler beds. Bedtime 4 Dogs is committed to giving back. To that 
end, in 2011 it developed the fundraising program Puppy Love Rescue for dog rescue groups.  ###


